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Abstract: Stirling engines (SE) offer good part load performance and high heat sink 11 

temperatures which make it a suitable candidate to serve as a prime mover in micro-12 

combined cooling, heating and power (𝜇𝜇-CCHP) applications. In this study, a novel 𝜇𝜇-CCHP 13 

configuration hybridising a SE prime mover with an ORC to utilise the waste heat from the 14 

SE to produce additional power is proposed. Additional waste heat was recovered from the 15 

flue gas to dry the biomass feedstock, fire a thermal chiller and produce hot water. Further, a 16 

non-ideal thermal model was formulated and implemented in MATLAB to model the SE 17 

prime mover while the models of the other subsystems were implemented in Aspen plus®. 18 

Also, the control of the subsystems of the 𝜇𝜇-CCHP was achieved in MATLAB by 19 

establishing a connection between the software and Aspen plus®. A detailed sensitivity 20 

analysis was conducted to study the influence of cooling and heating loads, rotational speed 21 

of the prime mover and quality of the biomass fuel on the energy utilisation factor, primary 22 

energy savings (PES), CO2 emissions reduction (CO2ER) and exergy efficiency of the 𝜇𝜇-23 

CCHP system. It was found that hybridising SE and ORC increased the power output and 24 

thermal efficiency of the standalone SE by 66% and 63.4%, respectively at its operating 25 

speed of 2500 rpm, and also improved the performance at high rotational speeds. Further, the 26 

deployment of hybrid prime movers in the design of the 𝜇𝜇-CCHP yielded high PES and 27 

CO2ER of 55% and 43%, respectively when the system utilised woodchips fuel containing 28 

10% moisture. The proposed energy system performs better than conventional energy 29 

systems producing only one energy vector over a wide range of engine frequencies, cooling 30 

ratios and woodchips compositions. 31 

Keywords: Poly-generation; Micro-CCHP; Stirling engine; Waste heat recovery; Biomass drying. 32 

 33 
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1. Introduction 34 

In the face of rapid depletion of energy resources even as the global energy consumption 35 

is rising, deliberate efforts are being made to efficiently utilise the available fuel energy. In 36 

this regard, contemporary and future energy systems are being configured in the form of a 37 

poly-generation energy system to simultaneously generate cooling, heating and electricity, 38 

from a single source of fuel energy. These energy systems offer improved performance 39 

compared with standalone systems since a single energy source is converted to multiple 40 

energy vectors [1]. They could also be installed close to the end-users; thus minimising the 41 

losses inherent in transporting useful energy such as electricity or heating, over long 42 

distances. For these reasons, poly-generation energy systems are becoming attractive in 43 

decentralised energy solutions and are making strong inroads into the European energy mix 44 

[2,3]. They are being deployed in the form of a combined heating and power (CHP), cooling 45 

and power (CCP) or cooling, heating and power (CCHP) system configurations.  46 

In CHP, CCP and CCHP energy systems, internal and external combustion engines such 47 

as Stirling engines, diesel engines, micro-turbines, organic Rankine cycle (ORC) engines and 48 

fuel cells [4,5] serve as the prime movers. These prime movers are selected based on the ease 49 

of maintenance, cost, electricity, heating and cooling demand, local pollution and electrical 50 

efficiency [6]. Among them, the Stirling engine has some fascinating features. Similar to the 51 

ORC, it can utilise multiple clean energy sources of low, medium and high grade quality [7]. 52 

Stirling engines, however, have good part load performance and high heat sink temperatures 53 

[8]. In addition, they produce less noise in operation, low vibration and are easier to maintain 54 

[9]. Consequently, Stirling engines have become the subject of intense studies in recent times 55 

for deployment in poly-generation. Several recent studies have been undertaken on the 56 

modelling and optimisation of decentralised poly-generation energy systems driven by the 57 

Stirling engine. 58 

Chahartaghi and Sheykhi [10] compared the energy, exergy, environmental and economic 59 

performance of a Stirling engine driven CCHP system working with hydrogen and helium 60 

gases. They formulated models to assess the primary energy savings (PES), emissions 61 

reduction (ER) and fuel consumption reduction of the system compared with traditional 62 

separate cooling, heating and power (SCHP) systems. They found that this system performed 63 

better than the conventional SCHP systems especially at low and medium speeds of rotation 64 

of the prime mover and for the engine working with hydrogen gas. Similarly, Chahartaghi et 65 

al. [11] modelled a CCHP energy system comprising two beta-type Stirling engines, a single 66 

effect absorption chiller and a domestic water heater. They investigated the tri-generation 67 
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primary energy savings (PES) and CO2 emissions reduction (CO2ER) of the system as a 68 

function of some of the operating and geometrical parameters of the engine and  recorded 69 

PES and CO2ER of 29.47% and 36.22%, respectively compared to the conventional SCHP 70 

systems. Karami and Sayyaadi [12] evaluated the techno-enviro-economic performance of a 71 

Stirling engine driven CCHP system in four different locations with distinct climatic 72 

conditions. They reported cost savings in most locations using their proposed system, with 73 

the exemption of one location characterised by extremely hot and humid weather.  74 

In principle, the electrical efficiency of a thermal power plant can be enhanced by 75 

utilising the onsite available waste heat in another power cycle; this concept is known as 76 

topping and bottoming cycle integration. Several ingenious attempts have been made to 77 

improve on the performance of the Stirling engine by deploying this approach [13–18].  78 

Balakheli et al. [13] evaluated the PES, CO2ER and fuel cost reduction (FCR) of a CHP 79 

system, driven by a hybrid of an IC engine and Stirling engine that utilised the exhaust waste 80 

heat from the former. They reported 42% PES, 46.6% reduction in CO2ER and 79.3% in FCR 81 

compared with a CHP system driven by an IC engine only. Bahrami et al. [14] reported that 82 

combining the Stirling engine with the ORC could yield 4-8% increase in its thermal 83 

efficiency. Similarly, Korlu et al. [15] deployed a Stirling engine as the bottoming cycle to 84 

increase the performance of a gas turbine [15]. They utilised the exhaust of the gas turbine to 85 

fire the Stirling engine, which led to improving the efficiency of the gas turbine from 23.6% 86 

to 38.85%. Entezari et al. [16] conducted energetic, exergetic and economic optimisation of a 87 

gas turbine and Stirling engine combined power plant. They found a 16.1% increase in the 88 

exergy efficiency, 68.5% increase in the net power output and 10.3% decrease in the 89 

levelised cost of energy in the combined power plant compared with the standalone gas 90 

turbine plant. The Stirling engine has also been used to improve the electrical efficiency of a 91 

solid-oxide fuel cell (SOFC) [17]. Chitsaz et al. [17] reported that the energy efficiency of the 92 

standalone SOFC system improved by 24.61% by hybridising it with the Stirling engine.  93 

Further, the plant management scheme and the nature of the load a CCHP system is 94 

designed to meet have been reported to affect the size and the performance of the system [19–95 

22]. Kaldehi et al. [22] modelled an alpha-type Stirling engine driven micro-CCHP system by 96 

considering the electrical load following and the thermal load following as the plant 97 

management scheme while the overall efficiency was used to determine the capacity of the 98 

system. It was found that 40% reduction in CO2 emissions can be achieved by deploying their 99 

energy system, whilst the energy system gave electrical and thermal efficiencies of 34% and 100 

64%, respectively. Maraver et al. [20] investigated the impact of cooling ratio, i.e. the ratio of 101 
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the cooling load to the sum of the cooling and heating loads on the performance of a CCHP 102 

system fired by biomass fuel which will use either the absorption refrigeration system (ABS) 103 

or adsorption refrigeration system (ADS) to meet the cooling load demand. The authors 104 

reported higher artificial thermal efficiency (ATE) values when the system serviced more of 105 

the heating load demand compared with the cooling load.  106 

It is evident that hybridising the Stirling engine with other prime movers such as the ORC 107 

could help increase the performance of a standalone Stirling engine and may offer improved 108 

performance in a micro-CCHP configuration. However, there are few studies that deployed 109 

hybrid Stirling engine and ORC as the prime movers particularly in micro-CCHP systems 110 

and examined in details the system’s performance at various rotational speeds of the prime 111 

mover.  In this paper, as our first contribution, we investigate the thermodynamic benefits 112 

(power output and efficiency) of deploying hybrid Stirling engine and ORC as the prime 113 

movers for a micro-CCHP system at different rotational speeds of the Stirling engine. 114 

Several other research efforts have focused on comparing the performance of micro-115 

CCHP systems when fired by different biomass feed stocks [23–25]. Damirchiet al. [23] 116 

conducted experiments to investigate the technical viability of using bagasse, pruned wood, 117 

poplar, switch grass and saw dust to fire a micro gamma Stirling engine driven CHP plant. 118 

They found that saw dust produced the most electrical power when used to fire the engine 119 

while pruned wood offered the least power. The authors, however, did not investigate the 120 

impact of the quality of the feedstock on the performance of the cogeneration system. Also, 121 

Cardozo and Malmquist [24] investigated the impact of fouling of the heaters of the Stirling 122 

engine on the performance of a Stirling engine driven micro-CHP plant that is fired by 123 

bagasse and woodchips. They found that the plant produced comparable power outputs for 124 

both biomass fuels although lower CHP efficiency was achieved when fired with bagasse 125 

pellets compared with woodchips because of the higher ash content of the former. Harrod and 126 

Mago [25] investigated the performance of a biomass fuel energised CCHP engine driven by 127 

a Stirling engine operating at constant efficiency, and meeting constant thermal heat load. 128 

They reported cost savings of up to 50% when using woodchips compared with using natural 129 

gas.  130 

From the presented literature, woodchips is a promising biomass fuel for firing micro-131 

CCHP systems especially for remote off-grid locations. Unfortunately, in the tropical 132 

climates characterised by a fair share of wet and dry seasons, it may be difficult to obtain dry 133 

woodchips feedstock all year round. High moisture content is undesirable in woodchips fuel 134 

as it could lead to the reduction of the adiabatic combustion temperature of the flue, the 135 
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increase in the residence time in the combustion chamber and consequently, a rise in the 136 

emissions [26]. To solve this problem, as our second contribution in this paper, we propose 137 

in-situ drying of the feedstock with the waste heat from the CCHP. It will be instructive to 138 

investigate the impact of achieving different levels of dryness for the woodchips using the 139 

exhaust waste heat from the biomass combustor on the performance of a micro-CCHP plant 140 

driven by a hybrid Stirling engine and ORC prime mover. To the best of our knowledge, 141 

there are no available records of studies in the literature, commissioned to fill this vital 142 

research gap. 143 

Therefore, for the first time we investigate the detailed dynamic performance of a beta 144 

Stirling engine driven CCHP system with an ORC as the bottoming cycle, and utilising the 145 

exhaust waste heat to dry the biomass feedstock, produce cooling in an ARS and hot water in 146 

a domestic boiler. This study has four main pillars: concept development, modelling, 147 

assessment and interpreting of results through a sensitivity analysis. 148 

The new innovative contributions of this study relative to previous studies are 149 

summarised in the following points: 150 

• Proposing a novel CCHP configuration with a hybrid prime mover: Stirling engine and 151 

ORC; for combined power generation.  152 

• Recovering exhaust waste heat from the Stirling engine cooler; to produce additional 153 

power from the ORC bottoming cycle and from the absorber and condenser of the thermal 154 

cooler, and the degraded waste flue; to simultaneously produce cooling and heating. 155 

• Investigating the impact of the cooling ratio on the primary energy savings, exergy 156 

efficiency, energy utilisation factor, artificial thermal efficiency, and CO2 emissions 157 

reduction of the novel CCHP system at different rotational speeds of the Stirling engine 158 

prime mover. 159 

• Studying the impact of the quality of the biomass fuel on the system’s key performance 160 

indicators at different cooling ratios and rotational speeds of the prime mover.  161 

This paper has been structured as follows: In Section 2, we present the schematic of the 162 

proposed micro-CCHP and describe the modes of operation of the system. In section 3, the 163 

mathematical models of the subsystems of the proposed system are formulated and the 164 

algorithm for their integration is presented. Section 4 presents the validation of the 165 

subsystems of the proposed micro-CCHP. While in Section 5, we present the main results of 166 

this study for the thermodynamic benefits of hybridising Stirling engine and ORC and the 167 

sensitivity analysis that examines the impact of the cooling ratio and quality of the biomass 168 
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on the system’s key performance indicators. Finally, in Section 6, we present the concluding 169 

paragraphs of this paper stating the key findings and its application. 170 

2. Description of Hybrid Stirling and ORC micro-CCHP 171 

In this section, we present the detailed description of the micro-CCHP (𝜇𝜇-CCHP) system, 172 

showing how the subsystems are connected in a process diagram. The decentralised 𝜇𝜇-CCHP 173 

system comprises six main subsystems which are: biomass dryer (BMD), biomass combustor 174 

(BMC), Stirling engine (SE), organic Rankine cycle (ORC), single effect vapour absorption 175 

refrigerator (VAR) and domestic water heater (DWH). The system components are 176 

represented in the process diagram shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, while Fig. 3 is the 177 

thermodynamic process diagram of the hybrid SE and ORC engine. The SE prime mover is a 178 

beta-type engine with a rated power of 3 kW while the ORC engine has a rated power of 2.2 179 

kW. 180 



 181 

 182 

        Fig. 1. Schematic of the proposed hybrid Stirling engine and ORC bottoming cycle driven 𝜇𝜇-CCHP system. 183 
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   184 

 185 

    Fig. 2. Process diagram of the single effect vapour absorption system. 186 

 187 

 188 



 189 

                Fig. 3. TS diagram of the theoretical hybrid Stirling and ORC engine cycle. 190 

Woodchips is admitted into the BMD at state 1 and dried using degraded waste flue 191 

exiting the SE heater (state 7). At the end of the drying process, the resulting dry woodchips 192 

now at state 3 is fed into the BMC, where it mixes with inducted air, at state 5 and is 193 

combusted. The flue produced after combustion at state 6B is piped in counter flow to the SE 194 

heater. It heats up the working fluid in the tubes of the SE heater and exits the heater at state 195 

7. Meanwhile, the waste heat rejected by the SE cooler during the engine’s isothermal 196 

process is readily absorbed by the organic working fluid of the ORC, in a cooler/evaporator 197 

configuration. This waste heat is used to vaporise the working fluid of the ORC which then 198 

drives the blades of the turbine to produce additional electric power. The hybridisation of the 199 

SE and ORC yields a combined power configuration that is intended to improve and stabilise 200 

the electrical power and efficiency of the prime mover over its operating speeds. The low 201 

quality waste heat after the drying process at state 8 is piped to the desorber of the ARS to 202 

heat up the lithium bromide-water solution and produce some cooling in the evaporator of the 203 

thermal chiller. It is then sent to heat water in the DWH at state 9 before going to stack at 204 

state 10. In this design, the water sent to the DWH is pre-heated by picking-up the waste heat 205 

from the absorber and condenser of the ARS, which serves as an economizer. 206 
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The system described so far has been designed to minimise the loss of useful exergy in 207 

the system. Hence, it is expected to yield improved thermodynamic, economic and 208 

environmental benefits.  209 

3. Formulating the mathematical models  210 

Here, the mathematical models required to predict the performance of the subsystems of 211 

the 𝜇𝜇-CCHP will be developed stating the assumptions made. Only the mathematical models 212 

for the SE are presented in this section. The models and solution approach implemented for 213 

the ORC, ARS, woodchips drying, combustion and domestic hot water production will be 214 

presented in a later section. 215 

3.1. Stirling engine model 216 

In a previous study, Udeh et al. [27] developed a non-ideal thermal model of the Stirling 217 

engine to predict the performance of the experimental engine. This model is obtained by 218 

coupling the losses in the engine to the ideal adiabatic model. In this study, the following 219 

assumptions were made to develop the model: 220 

• The thermodynamic processes in the engine attained steady state at the end of a cycle 221 

of its operation. 222 

• The engine is operating at a fixed speed. 223 

• The working fluid is treated as a perfect gas and obeys the ideal gas law. 224 

• The potential and kinetic energy of the working fluid exerts the same influence at the 225 

inlet and outlet of a control volume. 226 

• The heater and cooler are maintained at a constant temperature as it exchanges heat 227 

with the working fluid. 228 

 229 

           Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of the control volumes of a typical Stirling engine [28].    230 
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The SE has been divided into five control volumes (CV) which includes the piston (cold) 231 

space, cooler, regenerator, heater and displacer (hot) space, represented in the schematic (           232 

Fig. 4) by single suffixes, c, k, r, h and e, respectively. In addition, double suffices, ck, kr, rh, 233 

he, ce, and leak represent the interfaces between the cold space – cooler, cooler – regenerator, 234 

regenerator – heater, heater – hot space, hot space – cold space and leakage into the 235 

crankcase, respectively. The equation of state, mass and energy conservation principles have 236 

been applied to each of the CVs to obtain the instantaneous flow of internal energy in the 237 

engine components.  238 

The flow energy equation applied to any CV if we account for the losses in energy due to 239 

the pressure drop in the heat exchangers, leakage of energy into the crankcase, shuttle heat 240 

loss, leakage of energy via the displacer clearance, and several other work losses is given as 241 

[27]: 242 

 � 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿 �𝑄𝑄ideal,j −𝑄𝑄sh − 𝑄𝑄disp −𝑄𝑄cond −𝑄𝑄r,non−ideal −𝑄𝑄leak��
= ���̇�𝑚i𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝,i𝑇𝑇i − �̇�𝑚o𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝,o𝑇𝑇o�
+
𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿 �𝑊𝑊ideal,j −𝑊𝑊mech.fric. −𝑊𝑊FST −𝑊𝑊hyst. −𝑊𝑊pdrop�

+ 𝑐𝑐𝑣𝑣 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝛿𝛿 (𝑚𝑚𝑇𝑇)� 

 

 

 

 

(1) 

Based on Eq. (1) and other constitutive equations, the set of governing differential 243 

equations of the SE have been developed and summarised in Table 1. 244 

The term, 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿sh𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿  which is the instantaneous rate of heat loss by conduction as a result of the 245 

shuttle of the displacer from the hot space to the cold space is given as [29,30]: 246 

 𝛿𝛿𝑄𝑄sh𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿 =
0.4𝑍𝑍d2𝑘𝑘d𝐷𝐷d𝐽𝐽d𝐿𝐿d (𝑇𝑇e − 𝑇𝑇c) (2) 

On the other hand, the mass loss through the displacer gap into the cold space, �̇�𝑚ce and 247 

that lost to the crankcase of the engine, �̇�𝑚leak have been expressed respectively as [31,32]:  248 

 �̇�𝑚ce = 𝜋𝜋𝐷𝐷d 𝑝𝑝
4𝑅𝑅g𝑇𝑇ce �𝑈𝑈d𝐽𝐽d − 𝐽𝐽d3

6𝜇𝜇g ∆𝑝𝑝ce𝐿𝐿d � (3) 

 �̇�𝑚leak = 𝜋𝜋𝐷𝐷p 𝑝𝑝 + 𝑝𝑝buffer
4𝑅𝑅g𝑇𝑇g �𝑈𝑈p𝐽𝐽p − 𝐽𝐽p3

6𝜇𝜇g 𝑝𝑝 − 𝑝𝑝buffer𝐿𝐿p � (4) 

Eqs. (2) - (4) which model the first category losses in the engine were coupled to the 249 

traditional adiabatic equation, resulting in the set of equations presented in Table 1. 250 
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Table 1. Governing equations of the non-ideal thermal model of the Stirling engine [27]. 251 

𝑃𝑃 =
𝑚𝑚𝛿𝛿𝑅𝑅𝑔𝑔�𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐 + �𝑉𝑉𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇𝑘𝑘 +
𝑉𝑉𝑟𝑟𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟 +

𝑉𝑉ℎ𝑇𝑇ℎ� +
𝑉𝑉𝑒𝑒𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒� Total pressure of the working fluid 

𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝 =

𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿sh  − 
𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝𝑅𝑅g𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑉𝑉c − 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝𝑇𝑇ce𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑ce𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝𝑇𝑇ck − 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿sh  + 

𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝𝑅𝑅g𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑉𝑉e  −  𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝𝑇𝑇ce𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑ce𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝𝑇𝑇he + 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚leak𝑉𝑉c𝛾𝛾𝑇𝑇ck +
𝑉𝑉k𝑇𝑇k +

𝑉𝑉r𝑇𝑇r +
𝑉𝑉h𝑇𝑇h +

𝑉𝑉e𝛾𝛾𝑇𝑇he 𝑅𝑅g Variation of pressure in the engine   

 

𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 =
𝑃𝑃𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑅𝑅𝑔𝑔𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 , (𝑖𝑖 = 𝑐𝑐,𝑘𝑘, 𝑟𝑟,ℎ, 𝑒𝑒) 

Working fluid mass in the engine CVs 

 

𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚e =

𝛿𝛿𝑄𝑄sh  +  
𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝𝑅𝑅g 𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑉𝑉𝑒𝑒   +  

𝑐𝑐𝑣𝑣𝑅𝑅g 𝑉𝑉e𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝  −   𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝𝑇𝑇ce𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚ce𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝𝑇𝑇he + 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚ce Change in the mass of working fluid 

 

𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚c = −𝛿𝛿𝑄𝑄𝑠𝑠h  −   
𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝𝑅𝑅g 𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑉𝑉c −   

𝑐𝑐𝑣𝑣𝑅𝑅g 𝑉𝑉c𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝 −  𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝𝑇𝑇ce𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚ce𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚ce  

𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 = 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 𝑑𝑑𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 , (𝑖𝑖 = 𝑐𝑐,𝑘𝑘, 𝑟𝑟,ℎ, 𝑒𝑒)  𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚ck = −𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚c − 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚ce Interfacial mass flow of  engine fluid 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚he = 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚e − 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚ce  𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚kr = 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚ck − 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚k  𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚rh = 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚he + 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚h  𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 > 0,𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐;𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐 Conditional temperature variation 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 �̇�𝑚ce > 0,𝑇𝑇ce = 𝑇𝑇c; 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒,𝑇𝑇ce = 𝑇𝑇e  𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 �̇�𝑚kr > 0,𝑇𝑇kr = 𝑇𝑇k;𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒,𝑇𝑇kr = 𝑇𝑇k + (1− 𝜀𝜀r)(𝑇𝑇h− 𝑇𝑇k)  𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑚𝑚rh > 0,𝑇𝑇rh = 𝑇𝑇h − (1− 𝜀𝜀r)(𝑇𝑇h −𝑇𝑇k);  𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒,𝑇𝑇rh = 𝑇𝑇h  𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑚𝑚ℎ𝑒𝑒 > 0,𝑇𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑒 = 𝑇𝑇ℎ;𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑇𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑒 = 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒  𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 = 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 �𝑑𝑑𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖 +
𝑑𝑑𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 − 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 � , (𝑖𝑖 = 𝑐𝑐 , 𝑒𝑒) 

Variation in temperature in the CVs 
 𝛿𝛿𝑄𝑄quasi−ideal,k =

𝑐𝑐𝑣𝑣𝑅𝑅g 𝑉𝑉k𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝+ 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝�𝑇𝑇ck(𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚c + 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚ce)−𝑇𝑇kr(𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚c + 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚ce + 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚k)� Heat lost from cooler    
 

𝛿𝛿𝑄𝑄quasi−ideal,r =
𝑐𝑐𝑣𝑣𝑅𝑅g 𝑉𝑉r𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝

+ 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝𝑇𝑇kr�(𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚c + 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚ce + 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚k)−𝑇𝑇rh(𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚c + 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚ce + 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚k + 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚h)� 
Heat stored in regenerator 

 

𝛿𝛿𝑄𝑄quasi−ideal,h =
𝑐𝑐𝑣𝑣𝑅𝑅g 𝑉𝑉h𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝

+ 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝�𝑇𝑇rh(𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚c + 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚ce + 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚k + 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚h)−𝑇𝑇he(−𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚e)� Heat gained in heater 

𝜕𝜕𝑊𝑊𝑒𝑒 = 𝑝𝑝 𝑑𝑑𝑉𝑉𝑒𝑒 Expansion work done by displacer 𝜕𝜕𝑊𝑊𝑐𝑐 = 𝑝𝑝 𝑑𝑑𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 Compression work done by piston 

 252 

3.1.1. Heat and work losses in the SE 253 

3.1.1.1.  Heat losses 254 

a. Dissipation loss: Some internal energy of the engine fluid is dissipated in the form of heat 255 

as it flows through the tubes of the heat exchangers, and this is due to the internal friction. 256 

This loss is determined from the pressure drop in the CVs of the engine. 257 

b. Conduction loss: The regenerator wall is maintained at the bulk temperature of the heater 258 

and cooler walls. Heat will flow from the walls of the regenerator to the surroundings 259 
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because of the temperature difference, and would lead to the loss of the internal energy of 260 

the engine fluid.  261 

c. Heat leakage loss to the buffer space: A considerable amount of the engine fluid is lost to 262 

the crankcase, as a result of the favourable pressure gradient between the crankcase and 263 

the engine cylinder. This will be accompanied by the loss of some useful energy in the 264 

engine fluid to the crankcase. 265 

d. Non-ideal heat transfer losses: In the SE, a regenerator is used to minimise the energy 266 

added to the engine, by storing some of the internal energy of the engine fluid. In 267 

principle, it is expected that all the energy stored in the regenerator will be recovered to 268 

fire the engine. However, only a fraction of this energy can be recovered in practice. The 269 

amount of energy recovered in the regenerator is defined by its effectiveness; a variable 270 

that depends strongly on the geometry and nature of the flow through the regenerator. 271 

3.1.1.2.  Work losses 272 

a. Work loss due to pressure drop in the exchangers: The internal walls of the heat 273 

exchangers offer some resistance to the free flow of the engine fluid. As a consequence, 274 

there will be variations in the pressure of the fluid in these engine components which will 275 

lead to work loss. This loss is determined by the flow regime in the heat exchangers of the 276 

engine.  277 

b. Loss due to finite speed of the displacer: The pressure of the engine fluid around the 278 

displacer during its compression and expansion processes differs from the mean pressure 279 

in the engine. Hence, more work is produced in the actual engine during its compression 280 

process and less work in the expansion process, leading to loss in the net work. 281 

c. Gas spring loss: When subjected to compressive and expansive forces, the engine’s 282 

internal gas may begin to act as a spring. Some energy will then be stored in the engine 283 

fluid which will be dissipated during its expansion, leading to some loss in the work in 284 

the engine.   285 

The losses described so far can be estimated using the following expressions summarised 286 

and presented in Table 2. 287 

The actual heat lost by the cooler and added to the heater, respectively are expressed: 288 

 �̇�𝑄actual,k = �̇�𝑄quasi−ideal,k + �̇�𝑄cond − �̇�𝑄r,non−ideal + �̇�𝑄leak + �̇�𝑄diss,total  (5) 

 �̇�𝑄actual,h = �̇�𝑄quasi−ideal,h − �̇�𝑄cond + �̇�𝑄r,non−ideal − �̇�𝑄leak − �̇�𝑄diss,total  (6) 

 289 
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Table 2. Second and third category losses in the non-ideal thermal model with many losses. 290 

Second category (heat) losses 𝑄𝑄diss,i = −∆𝑝𝑝i𝑚𝑚i𝜌𝜌g , (𝑖𝑖 = 𝑘𝑘, 𝑟𝑟,ℎ) 
Dissipation loss [28,30] 

 𝑄𝑄cond = 𝑅𝑅cond(𝑇𝑇wh −𝑇𝑇wk) Conduction loss[33] 
 𝑄𝑄leak = 𝑚𝑚leak𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝𝑇𝑇c Heat leakage loss to the buffer space [27] 
 𝑄𝑄r,non−ideal = 𝑄𝑄r,ideal(1− 𝜀𝜀r) Non-ideal heat loss in the regenerator[27] 
 𝜀𝜀r =  

𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇𝑈𝑈𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇𝑈𝑈+ 1
 

Effectiveness of the regenerator[27] 
 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇𝑈𝑈 =  �4𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟� 𝑒𝑒r𝑑𝑑hr Number of transfer units[34] 

𝑑𝑑hr =
4𝑉𝑉void,r𝐴𝐴wetted,r Hydraulic diameter[27] 

 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 =  (1 + 0.99(𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟)0.66)𝜙𝜙1.79 Nusselt number [35] 
 

Third category (work) losses 𝑊𝑊pdrop = � � ∆𝑝𝑝i𝑖𝑖=𝑐𝑐,𝑟𝑟,ℎ 𝑑𝑑𝑉𝑉e 
Work loss due to pressure drop in the 

exchangers [28,30] 
 ∆𝑝𝑝i =

2𝑖𝑖i𝜇𝜇i𝑁𝑁i𝑉𝑉i𝑑𝑑hi2 𝐴𝐴i , (𝑖𝑖 = 𝑘𝑘,ℎ,𝑟𝑟) 
Pressure drop in the heat exchangers [27] 

 𝑖𝑖i = �16                                                𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒 < 2000                 
7.343 × 10−4𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒1.3142           2000 < 𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒 < 4000
0.0791𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒0.75                           𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒 > 4000                

, (𝑖𝑖 = 𝑘𝑘,ℎ) 
Cooler and heater  frictional factors [28] 

𝑖𝑖r = 54 + 1.43𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒0.78 Regenerator frictional factor [36] 
 𝑊𝑊FST & 𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐ℎ 𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐 = �𝑃𝑃cylinder �±

�3𝛾𝛾𝑁𝑁p𝑐𝑐 ±
∆𝑝𝑝f𝑃𝑃cylinder�𝑑𝑑𝑉𝑉 

Loss due to finite speed and friction in 
bearing[37] 

 ∆𝑝𝑝f = 0.97 + 0.15
𝑁𝑁r

1000
 

Pressure drop in the bearing[38] 
 �̇�𝑊Hyst = � 1

32
𝜔𝜔𝛾𝛾3(𝛾𝛾 − 1)𝑇𝑇w𝑝𝑝mean𝑘𝑘g � 𝑉𝑉d2𝑉𝑉T�2 𝐴𝐴𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑 

                      Gas spring loss [28] 

 291 

On the other hand, the brake power of the engine is obtained from the following 292 

expression: 293 

 �̇�𝑊actual = ���(𝑝𝑝e𝑑𝑑𝑉𝑉e + 𝑝𝑝c𝑑𝑑𝑉𝑉c)� −𝑊𝑊FST & 𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐ℎ 𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐 −𝑊𝑊pdrop�𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝐹𝐹 − �̇�𝑊Hyst (7) 

Therefore, the SE thermal efficiency is given as: 294 

 𝜂𝜂Stirling =
�̇�𝑊actual�̇�𝑄actual,h (8) 

Please refer to the literature in Ref. [39] and [32] for the expressions and correlations used 295 

to update the temperature of the cooler and the heater, at the end of each cycle, and the heat 296 

transfer coefficients of the heater and cooler, respectively. 297 
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The exergy audit of the SE has been conducted by employing the Second law as 298 

presented in [40–42]: 299 

 ��̇�𝑄�1− 𝑇𝑇0𝑇𝑇 �𝑖𝑖 −��̇�𝑄 �1− 𝑇𝑇0𝑇𝑇 �𝑜𝑜 −��̇�𝑊 + ��̇�𝑚𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 −��̇�𝑚𝑥𝑥𝑜𝑜 = 𝐼𝐼irr  (9) 

In this expression, 𝑥𝑥, the specific flow exergy is expressed as 𝑥𝑥 = (ℎ − ℎ0) − 𝑇𝑇0(𝑒𝑒 − 𝑒𝑒0).  300 

3.2. Aspen plus modelling of CCHP subsystems 301 

Aspen plus® is a Fortran-based process modelling program that has been extensively 302 

used in modelling various processes such as energy systems and refineries. It has a large 303 

library of properties of several chemical compounds. In addition, there are custom blocks of 304 

commonly used process system components in Aspen plus® which can be easily connected, 305 

using materials, heat and work streams [43]. This robust software has been used in the past to 306 

model some of the subsystems of the proposed 𝜇𝜇-CCHP and the results obtained were 307 

comparable to that of other modelling tools, such as the engineering equation solver (EES). 308 

Hwang et al. [44] reported a relative error of 1.5% in the results obtained from their Aspen 309 

model of the lithium bromide/water ARS compared with that from the EES.  310 

In Aspen plus® modelling, the thermophysical properties of the working fluid are 311 

determined based on the equation of state; for a pure substance or activity coefficient 312 

methods; for non-ideal mixture of solvents [44]. Here, we have used a combination of the 313 

Peng-Robinson and the steamNBS as the equation of states to model the conventional 314 

components and pure water, respectively. On the other hand, the electrolyte non-random two 315 

liquid (ELECNRTL) – an activity coefficient method in Aspen plus® has been used to model 316 

the lithium-bromide/water solution. It is also required to define the stream class in Aspen 317 

plus® before specifying the streams. In this simulation, we used the MCINCPSD which is 318 

compatible with mixed, conventional inert solid with particle size distribution (CIPSD) and 319 

non-conventional solids with particle size distribution (NCPSD) streams as the global stream 320 

class. The detailed description of the Aspen plus modelling for the various subsystems are 321 

undertaken in the following. 322 

3.2.1. Woodchips drying 323 

Here, woodchips drying has been achieved with the aid of the dry reactor (DRY-REAC) 324 

and separator (DRY-FLSH) blocks. In the DRY-REAC, some of the volatile components in 325 

the woodchips (e.g. moisture) are vaporised with the aid of the high temperature flue. The 326 

feedstock is then sent to the DRY-FLSH where the water vapour and the flue are separated 327 

from the dry woodchips. These processes require specifying the weight composition of all the 328 
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components in the woodchips defined on a dry basis from ultimate and proximate analyses 329 

(Table 3). A custom calculator block was deployed to control the moisture composition of the 330 

woodchips, at the end of the drying process. This block computes the fractional conversion of 331 

woodchips to water which is required to determine the mass flow rate of the woodchips after 332 

drying, by conducting a material balance [45]. The final moisture content of the woodchips is 333 

set by the user in the calculator block, while the other properties of the wet woodchips are 334 

retrieved from the wet woodchips stream. 335 

               Table 3. Proximate and Ultimate analyses of white woodchips [47,48]. 336 

Composition   Dry Weight (%)  
Ultimate analysis  

Hydrogen 6.10  
Carbon 51.80  
Nitrogen 0.30  
Oxygen 41.19  
Chlorine 0.00  
Sulfur 0.01  
Ash 0.60  
Moisture 10.00  

Proximate analysis  

Moisture 30.00  
Fixed Carbon 19.40  
Volatile matter 80.00  
Ash 0.60  

3.2.2. Woodchips combustion 337 

In Aspen plus®, the combustion of solids is achieved in three steps [45]. First, the solid is 338 

broken down into its non-stoichiometric components in an Aspen block named RYield 339 

(DECOMP). Subsequently, the non-stoichiometric components and the heat of 340 

decomposition are admitted into the RGibbs reactor (COMBUSTR). Here, based on the 341 

minimisation of the Gibbs free energy, these components will react with air to produce the 342 

combustion products. Finally, the combustion products are sent into a solid splitter 343 

(SEPARATE) to remove the unburnt solid particles based on a predefined split fraction. To 344 

determine the actual composition of the components in the woodchips after the 345 

decomposition process, a custom calculator block executed in a Fortran-based environment 346 

was deployed. The calculator block accessed the ultimate and proximate analyses of the 347 

woodchips in a vector form, based on dry composition from the stream going to the drier. 348 

Using the moisture content in the proximate analysis, it converted the ultimate and proximate 349 

analyses to a wet basis [45].  350 

 351 
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3.2.3. ORC modelling 352 

In this study, five Aspen plus® blocks have been used to achieve the ORC modelling, 353 

namely, heater (evaporator), expander, solution heat-exchanger, pump and another heat 354 

exchanger (condenser). The use of a heater block to implement the evaporator in this design 355 

implies that heat is assumed to be added at constant temperature (SE cooler temperature) to 356 

the refrigerant of the ORC. Note that the heat input to the heater is supplied from the cooler 357 

of the SE implemented in MATLAB by integrating Aspen plus® and MATLAB. The 358 

thermodynamic process in the expander was assumed to be polytropic. While a combination 359 

of the approach temperature, dryness fraction and discharge pressure have been used to 360 

determine the state of the stream at the outlet of the solution heat exchanger, condenser and 361 

pump, respectively.  362 

Hence, the network output of the ORC and its efficiency is obtained from the following 363 

expressions: 364 

 �̇�𝑊𝑂𝑂𝑅𝑅𝑂𝑂 = �̇�𝑊𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝 − �̇�𝑊𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝 (10) 

 𝜂𝜂𝑂𝑂𝑅𝑅𝑂𝑂 =
�̇�𝑊𝑂𝑂𝑅𝑅𝑂𝑂�̇�𝑄actual,k (11) 

3.2.4. ARS modelling 365 

Similar to [44], heater blocks were selected to implement the evaporator, absorber, and 366 

condenser of the ARS, on the assumption that heat is added to these components at constant 367 

temperature. However, we have harvested the waste heat produced from the absorber and 368 

condenser, to improve on the energy efficiency of the DWH. Two pressure reducing valve 369 

blocks were used to throttle down the refrigerant (water) and the strong LiBr/water solution 370 

to the evaporator pressure. While a pump block that requires only the discharge pressure to be 371 

supplied as an input, has been used to lift the weak solution from the absorber to the desorber. 372 

To improve the performance of the ARS, a solution heat exchanger (SHX) is usually 373 

deployed between the desorber and absorber. The SHX extracts some of the heat from the hot 374 

strong solution leaving the desorber to heat up the cold weak solution returning to the 375 

desorber, helping to retain the energy in the system. The SHX has been implemented in this 376 

design using two heater blocks, where heat is taken from the hot side to the cold side as seen 377 

in Fig. 2. Finally, owing to the complexity of the processes in the desorber, a combination of 378 

two heaters and a flash separator blocks were selected to implement this process.  379 

Thus, the COP of the ARS can be obtained from the given expression: 380 
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 𝜉𝜉𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴 =
�̇�𝑄𝑒𝑒𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝�̇�𝑄desorb + �̇�𝑊𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝 (12) 

3.2.5. Domestic water heater modelling 381 

In this CCHP system modelling, the heating of the domestic hot water was implemented 382 

in Aspen plus® using a heat-exchanger block. The approach temperature is the only input to 383 

the block required to determine the state of the hot water produced. Note that the cold stream 384 

input to this block is the water that has been economised in the absorber and condenser of the 385 

ARS, while waste heat exiting the desorber of the ARS served as the hot stream inlet to the 386 

block.   387 

3.3. CCHP system performance indices 388 

For a power plant comprising several sub-systems and operating simultaneously in close 389 

circuit, several performance indicators are required to assess the viability of the plant from 390 

thermodynamic, economic and environmental perspectives. While there is no exclusive list of 391 

criteria to assess a CCHP plant, some indices have been reported to give deeper insight on the 392 

plant’s performance. The commonly used performance indicators are those that compare the 393 

performance of the CCHP system to that of a conventional SCHP plant [19]. In this study, we 394 

have used the energy utilisation factor, exergy efficiency, primary energy saving, artificial 395 

thermal efficiency and CO2 emissions reduction to assess the performance of the 𝜇𝜇-CCHP 396 

plant from technical, economic and environmental perspectives. 397 

(a) Energy utilisation ratio (EUF): 398 

The EUF assesses the performance of the 𝜇𝜇-CCHP plant from the first law perspective. 399 

However, because electric power is difficult to produce and highly priced compared with 400 

heating or cooling which can be produced with low grade energy and not commensurately 401 

priced, EUF is used instead of thermal efficiency. The EUF of a CCHP is expressed as: 402 

 𝐸𝐸𝑈𝑈𝐹𝐹𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 =
�̇�𝑊𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 +  �̇�𝑄𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑔𝑔 + �̇�𝑄ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑔𝑔�̇�𝑚woodchips𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑉𝑉  (13) 

 403 

The net electrical power from the CCHP, �̇�𝑊𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = �̇�𝑊𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝛿𝛿𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐 + �̇�𝑊𝑂𝑂𝑅𝑅𝑂𝑂  404 

(b) Exergy efficiency (𝜂𝜂𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼,𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶): 405 

Exergy efficiency measures the quality of the energy conversion processes in the CCHP. 406 

It is a thermodynamic performance indicator derived from the second law that maps the flow 407 

of energy supplied into a system, and reveals where thermodynamic imperfection in a system 408 

occurs the most. For a system operating at conditions above the dead state defined by 409 
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temperature and pressure, 𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜 = 298.15 𝐾𝐾 and 𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜 = 101 𝑘𝑘𝑃𝑃𝑘𝑘, the exergy efficiency is 410 

expressed as: 411 

 𝜂𝜂𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼,𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 =

�̇�𝑊𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 − �1− 𝑇𝑇0𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐� �̇�𝑄𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑔𝑔 + �1− 𝑇𝑇0𝑇𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐� �̇�𝑄ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑔𝑔�1− 𝑇𝑇0𝑇𝑇𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒� �̇�𝑄CCHP  (14) 

(c) Primary energy saving (PES): 412 

Another very insightful way of assessing the performance of a CCHP is by comparing it 413 

to the performance of conventional SCHP plants. Herein, we rely on the PES as a preliminary 414 

economic indicator, while a comprehensive economic analysis will be conducted in a future 415 

work after the optimal system configuration has been obtained. The PES has been widely 416 

used by governments to make policies to provide financial support to energy efficient power 417 

plants and is a useful and meaningful preliminary economic indicator since it estimates how 418 

much fuel is saved in the operation of the system [19]. If the PES is positive, some of the 419 

input fuel energy has been saved, while a negative PES value suggests running the plant as a 420 

SCHP may be more beneficial. The PES of a CCHP can be obtained from the following 421 

expression [2,48]: 422 

 𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 1− �̇�𝑄CCHP�̇�𝑊𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝜂𝜂𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒,𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓 +
�̇�𝛿ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝜂𝜂ℎ,𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓 +

�̇�𝛿𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝜂𝜂ℎ,𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝜉𝜉𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓 (15) 

(d) Artificial thermal efficiency (ATE): 423 

If we deduct the energy of the fuel used to produce heating and cooling in a separate 424 

boiler of efficiency, 𝜂𝜂ℎ and a separate thermal cooler, of COP, 𝜉𝜉𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓  from the total fuel energy 425 

supplied to the CCHP, and divide the electrical power output of the plant by the remaining 426 

fuel energy, another performance criterion called the artificial thermal efficiency will be 427 

produced. This performance indicator evaluates the efficiency of utilising the fuel to produce 428 

electric power in a CCHP system. Therefore, the ATE of a CCHP is expressed as [20]: 429 

 𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 =
�̇�𝑊CCHP�̇�𝑄𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 − �̇�𝛿ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝜂𝜂ℎ,𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓 − �̇�𝛿𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝜂𝜂ℎ,𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝜉𝜉𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓 (16) 

(e) CO2 emissions reduction (CO2ER): 430 

An established way of evaluating the performance of a CCHP system is by quantifying its 431 

impact on the environment [49]. This can be achieved by comparing the CO2 emissions 432 

reduction of the CCHP system to that of a conventional SCHP system. A positive CO2ER 433 

suggests that the energy system is emitting fewer emissions compared to the SCHP and vice 434 

versa. The CO2ER of the CCHP system can be evaluated from the following expression [6]: 435 
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 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 1 − 𝜒𝜒𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂2𝐹𝐹 . �̇�𝑄CCHP𝜒𝜒𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂2𝑊𝑊 . �̇�𝑊CCHP +
𝜒𝜒𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2𝐹𝐹 .�̇�𝛿ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝜂𝜂ℎ,𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓 +

𝜒𝜒𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2𝑊𝑊 .�̇�𝛿𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝜂𝜂ℎ,𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝜉𝜉𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓
  (17) 

 436 

 437 

3.4. System integration and solution approach 438 

Fig. 5 presents the algorithm for implementing the solutions of the CCHP models in 439 

MATLAB and Aspen plus® environment. A code has been developed in the MATLAB 440 

environment to interface the SE model with the models built in Aspen plus®. Hence, the 441 

control and operation of the CCHP system was achieved in the MATLAB environment.  442 

 443 

 444 
          Fig. 5. Algorithm for the integration of the MATLAB and Aspen plus models of the 445 

subsystems of the micro-CCHP. 446 

As seen in the algorithm, the woodchips feed rate and required final moisture composition 447 

are exported to the respective Aspen plus blocks from MATLAB. The Aspen models of the 448 

BMD and BMC are run from MATLAB and the program paused. The temperature and 449 

specific heat capacity of the flue produced after the combustion of the woodchips is sent to 450 

the SE heater in MATLAB. Using a predefined pinch point temperature, the MATLAB 451 

model of the SE is run for a given speed of the engine. The algorithm for solving the 452 

governing equations of the SE has been reported in [27]. If the SE model converges, the 453 
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results of the energy consumed by the SE heater and that exhausted from the SE cooler are 454 

exported to the Aspen plus blocks to implement the Aspen plus models. The Aspen plus 455 

program is then run at this point and the steady state solutions of the ORC, ARS and DWH 456 

models are obtained. If the program converges, the results of the heat rates, work rates, 457 

exergy rates, etc. from these models are returned to MATLAB. Furthermore, these results and 458 

that generated for the SE are used to compute the performance indicators of the CCHP. The 459 

steps described so far are repeated iteratively for different mass flowrates of the refrigerant 460 

flowing through the ARS, so as to achieve different cooling ratios, 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅 =
�̇�𝛿𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐�̇�𝛿𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐+�̇�𝛿ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐. 461 

Finally, the entire process is repeated for another speed of operation of the prime mover; the 462 

SE. Note that if the Aspen plus program does not converge, the woodchips feed rate, 463 �̇�𝑚𝑤𝑤𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠  will be changed. The Aspen model may not converge if the flue does not contain 464 

sufficient energy to drive some of the subsystems of the CCHP. On the other hand, if the 465 

MATLAB SE model does not converge, the pinch point, Δ𝑇𝑇𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 between the flue and the SE 466 

heater temperature is adjusted.  467 

4. Validation of the subsystems of the micro-CCHP 468 

In this section, we present the validation of the SE, ORC and ARS which are subsystems 469 

of the micro-CCHP.  470 

4.1. SE validation 471 

The GPU-3 SE designed by General Motors has been extensively reported in the 472 

literature for validating the performance of SE models [29]. This 3 kW beta type SE has been 473 

deployed to validate the model developed in this study, to predict the experimental data of the 474 

SE. The design parameters of the GPU-3 SE are presented in Table 4. 475 

Table 4. Design parameters of GPU – 3 SE [27,29]. 476 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

General  Mean tube length 245.30 mm 

Working fluid Helium Tube outside diameter     4.83 mm 

Piston stroke 31.20 mm Tube inside diameter     3.02 mm 

Internal diameter of cylinder 69.90 mm Number of tubes per cylinder   40.00  

Frequency 41.70 Hz Cooler  

Mean Pressure 4.13 MPa Mean tube length    46.10 mm 

Phase angle 90 Tube external diameter      1.59 mm 

Heater temperature 977 K Tube internal diameter      1.09 mm 

Cooler temperature 288 K Number of tubes per cylinder  312.00 

Number of cylinder 1 Volume and clearance  

Regenerator  Clearance volume of the piston     28.68 mm3 
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Regenerator length 226 mm Clearance volume of the displacer     30.52 mm3 

Regenerator external diameter 80 mm Dead volume of heater     70.88 mm3 

Regenerator internal diameter 22.60 mm Dead volume of cooler     13.80 mm3 

Number of regenerator  8 Dead volume of regenerator     50.55 mm3 

Material Stainless steel wire Diameter of displacer      69.90 mm 

No. of wires per cm 79 × 79 Diameter of displacer rod       9.52 mm 

Wire diameter 0.04 mm Diameter of piston rod     22.20 mm 

No of layers 308 Displacer clearance     0.028 mm 

Porosity of the regenerator matrix 0.69 Piston clearance       0.15 mm 

Heater  Eccentricity     20.80 mm 

In this paper, we compare the predicted results of the current model of the SE which was 477 

originally developed by the authors in [27] to the experimental data and predicted results of 478 

other theoretical models [32,38,50]. 479 

Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 that compare the brake power and thermal efficiency of the current 480 

model to the aforementioned experimental data and other theoretical model results have been 481 

obtained for a SE operating at constant heater and cooler temperatures of 922 K and 286 K, 482 

respectively, mean engine pressure of 4.14 MPa and working with helium gas. As seen in 483 

Fig. 6, the current model predicted more accurate results of the brake power of the engine 484 

than the other models, at all the range of frequencies of the experimental engine investigated 485 

except for Li. et al. [32] that predicted the brake power of the SE with better accuracy for 486 

very low and high frequencies. While in Fig. 7, the current model predicted results of the 487 

thermal efficiency of the SE that are consistent with the experimental data, in contrast to the 488 

linear trend predicted by the other models. 489 

 490 

 Fig. 6. Validation of the brake power of the SE against experimental data at different speeds. 491 
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 492 

              Fig. 7. Validation of thermal efficiency of the Stirling engine at various speeds. 493 

Furthermore, Fig. 8 presents the relative errors in the brake power and energetic 494 

efficiency predicted by the current model. As seen in Fig. 8, the relative error in the predicted 495 

results remained below 5% for all the speeds of operation of the engine investigated with the 496 

exemption of the brake power where the model recorded high relative error for engine 497 

frequencies above 50 Hz. The current model has demonstrated a high level of accuracy in 498 

predicting the dynamic performance of the experimental engine and is therefore, suitable for 499 

the study undertaken in this paper. 500 

 501 

                  Fig. 8. Prediction error of the SE engine model deployed in this study. 502 
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4.2. ORC validation 503 

The model for the prediction of the performance of the ORC engine has been 504 

implemented in Aspen plus®. We validated the accuracy of the model using experimental 505 

data [41] from a laboratory scale micro-ORC utilising a scroll expander. Table 5 presents the 506 

comparison between the Aspen ORC model results and the experimental data, while Table 6 507 

is the operating parameter of the experimental engine. As seen in Table 5, the model 508 

predicted results agree remarkably with the experimental data and the maximum relative error 509 

recorded in the deviation is 6.43%. 510 

        Table 5. Validation of the Aspen plus ORC model against experimental data. 511 

Quantity Unit Model result Experimental result Relative error (%) 
Net power W   1037     980             5.80 
Heat added W 10441 10500 -0.56 
Efficiency % 9.930  9.330   6.43 
Refrigerant flow kg/s  0.045  0.045   0.00 
Pressure ratio -  4.760  4.760   0.00 

          512 

         Table 6. Flow properties of the experimental ORC engine [41]. 513 

Stream Fluid State 𝑇𝑇 (℃) 𝑃𝑃 (𝑘𝑘𝑃𝑃𝑘𝑘) �̇�𝑚 (𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝑒𝑒⁄ ) 

12 R245fa Vapour 89.54 1000.0 0.045 
13 R245fa Vapour 53   210.0 0.045 
15 R245fa Liquid     35   210.0 0.045 
11 R245fa Liquid 36 1000.0 0.045 
CWI Cold Water Liquid 26   195.0 0.580 
CWO Cold Water Liquid 32   195.0 0.580 
c Hot Water Compressed  121   205.0 0.445 
d Hot Water Compressed 113   158.4 0.445 

 514 

4.3. Validation of single-effect ARS  515 

In this section, the validation of the ARS model developed in Aspen plus® is presented. 516 

In a previous study, Somer et al. [44] validated their ARS models built in Aspen plus® 517 

against results from EES, due to the paucity of experimental data. They remarked that EES 518 

model results provide more information than would experimental data. We have adopted a 519 

similar approach in validating our model results by comparing it to the model results 520 

produced in Somer et al. [44]. To ensure consistency, similar operating data of the single 521 

effect lithium bromide-water ARS has been used and is presented in Table 7. As seen in 522 

Table 8 showing the results obtained from the model and Somer et al. [44], the discrepancy 523 

between both model results is less than 1% indicating very good agreement between the 524 

models.    525 
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    Table 7. Single-effect LiBr/water ARS operating parameters [44]. 526 

Stream Fluid 𝑥𝑥 (−) 𝑇𝑇 (℃) 𝑃𝑃 (𝑘𝑘𝑃𝑃𝑘𝑘) �̇�𝑚 (𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝑒𝑒⁄ ) 𝜉𝜉𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖𝐿𝐿𝑟𝑟  (%) 

17 LiBr/H2O 0        32.7   0.672      1      57.4 
18 LiBr/H2O 0 32.7   7.461      1 57.4 
19 LiBr/H2O 0 89.9   7.461      1 57.4 
20 LiBr/H2O 0 63.8   7.461 0.918 62.6 
21 LiBr/H2O 0 53.3   7.461 0.918 62.6 
22 LiBr/H2O      0.01 43.1   0.672 0.918 62.6 
23 Water 1  78.4   7.461 0.083   0.0 
24 Water 0 40.2   7.461 0.083   0.0 
25 Water      0.07   1.3   0.672 0.083   0.0 
26 water 1   1.3   0.672 0.083   0.0 

 527 

             Table 8. Results from the Aspen plus model of the ARS. 528 

                   529 

 530 

 531 

5. Results and discussion 532 

Here, the impact of retrofitting the SE with an ORC on the power output and thermal 533 

efficiency is assessed and compared with a standalone SE for a range of speeds of the prime 534 

mover. Furthermore, a detailed sensitivity analysis has been conducted on the effect of 535 

cooling ratio and woodchips composition on the dynamic performance of the proposed 536 

micro-CCHP. 537 

5.1. Standalone SE versus hybrid SE and ORC 538 

We compare the performance of the standalone SE to that of a hybrid SE and ORC over a 539 

range of operational speeds of the SE prime mover. Fig. 9 presents the power output of SE 540 

and ORC only and SE+ORC as well as the thermal efficiency of the combined cycle over a 541 

range of speeds of the topping cycle; the SE. 542 

 It is seen that the power output from the combined cycle nearly doubled for most of the 543 

speeds investigated compared with that of the standalone SE. The power output from the SE 544 

increases as the speed of the engine increases. However, a decrease in the power output with 545 

the increase in speed is observed at very high engine speeds which are characterised by an 546 

increase in the losses in the engine. Similarly, the power output from the SE+ORC combined 547 

power configuration increases appreciably with the increase in the speed of the SE, and 548 

slightly declines at high speeds of the prime mover. The reduction in the negative slope of the 549 

Quantity Unit Model result Somer et al. [44] Error (%) �̇�𝑄𝑒𝑒𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝 W 10764 10772  0.071 �̇�𝑄𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑑𝑑  W 14665 14592 -0.500 �̇�𝑄𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠 W 14000 13923 -0.552 �̇�𝑄𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑  W 11429 11432  0.008 𝜉𝜉𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴  - 0.7330 0.738  0.670 
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power output at high speeds, for the SE+ORC system compared with the SE only can be 550 

attributed to the increase in the power output from the ORC, with the increase in the speed of 551 

the prime mover. Waste heat rejected by the cooler of the SE increases as its speed increases, 552 

and as a consequence, more energy is available to fire the ORC; hence, the observed trend.  553 

Furthermore, the significance of operating a SE+ORC combined power configuration is 554 

also evidenced by the stability in the combined efficiency. As seen in Fig. 9, the efficiency of 555 

the combined system remained above 27% even at high engine speeds when the losses in the 556 

engine were enormous, and was largely above 30% for the rest of the speeds. This is a 557 

remarkable improvement compared to between 12.52 – 22.74% efficiency recorded for the 558 

range of speed investigated in the standalone SE (Fig. 7). It is therefore worthy of note that 559 

retrofitting an ORC to a SE can significantly improve the performance of the standalone SE 560 

from a technical perspective.  561 

 562 

Fig. 9. Assessing the impact of retrofitting a SE with an ORC on the brake power and 563 

efficiency of a standalone SE engine. 564 

5.2. Results of sensitivity analysis of the hybrid SE+ORC micro-CCHP 565 

In this section, we present the results for the sensitivity analysis conducted in this study to 566 

evaluate the performance of the proposed system from different viewpoints. To this end, we 567 

have selected three distinct moisture compositions of the woodchips: 10%, 15% and 20% to 568 

represent the likely quality of woodchips in the remote tropical locations as the climatic 569 

conditions change. This is intended to investigate the effect of the quality of the input fuel on 570 

the plant’s performance. Further, on considering the energy requirement for the cooling and 571 

heating systems, a sensitivity analysis on the impact of the variation in the cooling and 572 
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heating capacities of the CCHP on its performance has also been conducted. This will 573 

provide insights into the sizing of the proposed micro-CCHP system as it relates the mix of 574 

the energy vectors it should produce to guarantee optimal performance. The performance 575 

indicators deployed for the sensitivity analysis were formulated based on thermodynamic, 576 

economic and environmental perspectives with the help of the expressions presented in 577 

Section 3.3. Table 9 presents the parameters of the reference conventional standalone plant 578 

used to evaluate these performance indicators. 579 

               Table 9. Input parameters for CCHP performance evaluation. 580 

Parameter Value Unit 𝜂𝜂ℎ,𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓 [48] 85 - 𝜂𝜂𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝛿𝛿,𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓 [48] 0.23 - 𝜒𝜒𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂2𝐹𝐹 [51] 220 g (kWh)-1 𝜒𝜒𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂2𝑊𝑊 [6] 836 g (kWh)-1 𝜉𝜉𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓 [48] 3.0 - 

*𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑉𝑉 𝑤𝑤𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠  [47,48] 19220 kJ/kg 𝜂𝜂𝑑𝑑,𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝 0.67 - 𝜂𝜂𝑑𝑑,𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝 0.95 - 𝜂𝜂𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝,𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝 0.87 - 𝜂𝜂𝛿𝛿,𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝 0.8 - 
*The high heating value of woodchips (𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑉𝑉 𝑤𝑤𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠) is 
given on a dry basis. 

 581 

5.2.1. Impact of cooling ratio on 𝜇𝜇-CCHP EUF 582 

Fig. 10 (a), (b) and (c) present the effect of cooling ratio on the energy utilization 583 

efficiency (𝐸𝐸𝑈𝑈𝐹𝐹CCHP) of the proposed μ-CCHP in a 3-D plot, when fired with woodchips of 584 

different moisture compositions for a range of rotational speeds of the prime mover.  585 

It is seen that the ratio of the cooling to heating loads has strong impact on the 𝐸𝐸𝑈𝑈𝐹𝐹CCHP  586 

of the system. This impact is more severe when the SE prime mover is operating at a low 587 

speed. The 𝐸𝐸𝑈𝑈𝐹𝐹CCHP declines remarkably as the 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅 increases, although the decline in 588 𝐸𝐸𝑈𝑈𝐹𝐹CCHP is less intense as the cooling ratio tends to unity [20]. This implies that, the energy 589 

in the fuel is better utilised in producing some useful energy in the form of hot water, than in 590 

producing cooling. The high efficiency of the hot water boiler compared with the low COP of 591 

the single effect ARS may be responsible for the observed trend.  592 

Meanwhile, when the μ-CCHP is producing more heating compared to cooling (𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅 <593 

0.5), the 𝐸𝐸𝑈𝑈𝐹𝐹CCHP decreases with an increase in the speed of the prime mover. At low speed, 594 

the μ-CCHP utilises only a small proportion of the energy in the fuel to produce power, 595 
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making the unused energy available for high efficient hot water heating in the boiler. 596 

However, as the speed increases, the SE will start to consume more energy, because of the 597 

increase in the losses in the engine; hence, the decline in the 𝐸𝐸𝑈𝑈𝐹𝐹CCHP. By contrast, for 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅 >598 

0.5, the  𝐸𝐸𝑈𝑈𝐹𝐹CCHP increases, peaks at the mid-speed of about 41.67 Hz (𝑁𝑁 = 2500 𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚) and 599 

starts to decrease. This behavior of the 𝐸𝐸𝑈𝑈𝐹𝐹CCHP with an increase in the speed of the SE 600 

prime mover for 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅 > 0.5 vary with the moisture content in the woodchips.  601 

Thus, in Fig. 10 (a) representing dry woodchips moisture composition of 10%, the 602 𝐸𝐸𝑈𝑈𝐹𝐹CCHP slightly increases as the speed of the engine is increasing and plateaus at high 603 

speed. This is because the sufficiently dry woodchips supplies more energy to the combined 604 

power system, which enables it to generate significantly higher power than cooling. As a 605 

consequence, the 𝐸𝐸𝑈𝑈𝐹𝐹CCHP is influenced more by the combined power output, as seen in Eq. 606 

(13), resulting to a trend similar to the μ-CCHP power output in Fig. 10. In all, higher 607 𝐸𝐸𝑈𝑈𝐹𝐹CCHP is achieved when using fuel that contains lower moisture to fire the proposed 608 

energy system in spite of the cooling ratio and speed of the prime mover. 609 

 610 

 611 
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 612 

 613 

 614 

Fig. 10. Evaluating the impact of cooling ratio on the EUF of SE fired 𝜇𝜇-CCHP using 615 

woodchips of (a) 10%  (b) 15% and (c) 20% moisture compositions. 616 

5.2.2. Impact of cooling ratio on 𝜇𝜇-CCHP Exergy Efficiency 617 

Fig. 11 (a), (b) and (c) show the impact of cooling ratio and rotational speed of the prime 618 

mover on the exergy efficiency (𝜂𝜂II,CCHP) of the proposed μ-CCHP on a surface plot when 619 

fired with woodchips of different moisture compositions. 620 

As seen in Fig. 11, 𝜂𝜂II,CCHP decreases with increase in cooling ratio, although this 621 

decrease is more evident when the woodchips is supplying more energy, i.e. contains less 622 
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moisture. While 𝜂𝜂II,CCHP increases with increase in the speed of the SE, but flattens out at 623 

high rotational speeds and for very low 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅s when the energy system is producing more 624 

heating. This is the case since the energy conversion process in heating is very efficient; 625 

hence, yielding higher 𝜂𝜂II,CCHP. Conversely, low grade energy is usually required to produce 626 

cooling in the ARS. Therefore, at low speed when the combined power plant is generating 627 

low power, most of the unspent energy is destroyed in the stack resulting to lower second law 628 

efficiencies (𝜂𝜂II,CCHP). However, 𝜂𝜂II,CCHP significantly improves as more power is produced 629 

with increase in the speed of the SE prime mover.  630 

Further, the high variation in 𝜂𝜂II,CCHP between the global optima (𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅 = 0.1 and 𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝐹𝐹 =631 

41.67 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻) and the local optima (𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅 = 0.99 and 𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝐹𝐹 = 25 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻) from 71% to 20% when 632 

using wood chips with 10% moisture content (Fig. 11 (a)) suggests that exergy destruction is 633 

more intense in this scenario because the plant is being run at higher temperatures. Hence, it 634 

is important to operate the plant within the optimum conditions of the cooling ratio and 635 

rotational speed, in order to fully utilise the available energy and enhance efficiency. 636 

 637 

 638 

 639 

 640 

 641 
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 642 

 643 

 644 

Fig. 11. Evaluating the impact of cooling ratio on the exergy efficiency of SE fired 𝜇𝜇-CCHP 645 

using woodchips of (a) 10%  (b) 15% and (c) 20% moisture compositions. 646 

5.2.3. Cooling ratio impact on CCHP PES  647 

Fig. 12 (a), (b) and (c) are the surface plots depicting the combined influence of cooling 648 

ratio and the rotational speed of the prime mover on the primary energy savings (𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶) 649 

when woodchips of different moisture composition is deployed to fire the system. As defined 650 

in Section 3.3, the 𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶  compares the energy consumption of the 𝜇𝜇-CCHP to that of a 651 

SCHP.  652 
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It is seen that for 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅 < 0.25 (significantly more heating than cooling), the 𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶  653 

increases with the speed of the prime mover, peaks and decreases slightly [11,13]. This 654 

behavior is expected, given that the losses in the SE increases with increase in speed, which 655 

makes less energy available for heating water.  However, as the 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅 tends to unity, the 656 𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶  simply increases, peaks and plateaus as the speed is increasing. Because the ratio of 657 

the power to cooling being produced is high and it has been shown that retrofitting SE with 658 

ORC helps to minimise the deterioration in performance at high rotational speeds, the impact 659 

of the increasing losses on the 𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶  is not significant; hence, the observed trend for 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅 >660 

0.25 .  661 

Meanwhile, very low and even negative 𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶  is seen when the 𝜇𝜇-CCHP is producing 662 

more cooling than heating and the prime mover is operating at low speeds. In particular, for 663 

SE operating between frequencies; 25 < 𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝐹𝐹 < 30 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 (1500 < 𝑁𝑁 < 1800 𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚) and 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅 >664 

0.8, negative 𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 is seen in Fig. 12 (b) and (c). Given that at low frequencies and when 665 

producing a lot of cooling, the fuel energy supplied to the 𝜇𝜇-CCHP is not efficiently utilised 666 

to produce power and cooling. Thus, negative 𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶  is unavoidable in this range of 667 

operation of the engine. Therefore, it will be more beneficial to operate the energy system as 668 

a SCHP for these ranges of speeds and cooling ratios.  669 

Further, over 40% 𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶  is seen in Fig. 12 (a), for more than 60% of the surface. 670 

While in Fig. 12 (b) and (c), it is over 30% and 20% 𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 , respectively, for more than 671 

60% of the surface. In this regard, the more the energy supplied into the system, the more 672 

likely it will be to save energy in a 𝜇𝜇-CCHP arrangement where several forms of useful 673 

energy are co-produced. This underscores some of the advantages in operating a 𝜇𝜇-CCHP 674 

configuration compared to conventional SCHP like thermal power plants, where only 30% of 675 

the input energy is actually utilised in running the plant. More importantly, from these results, 676 

some form of flexibility in the operation and management of the energy system is plausible, 677 

since significant primary energy savings is guaranteed over a range of speeds and cooling 678 

ratios regardless of the quality of the woodchips fuel.   679 

 680 
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 687 

Fig. 12. Evaluating the impact of cooling ratio on the PES of SE fired μ-CCHP using 688 

woodchips of (a) 10%  (b) 15% and (c) 20% moisture compositions. 689 

5.2.4. Cooling ratio and frequency versus CCHP ATE 690 

Fig. 13 (a), (b) and (c) show the effect of cooling ratio and the rotational speed of the 691 

prime mover on the artificial thermal efficiency (𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸CCHP) on a surface plot when woodchips 692 

of different moisture composition is deployed to fire the system. In Eq. (16), the 𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸CCHP is 693 

expressed as the ratio of the power produced by the μ-CCHP and the energy consumed by 694 

the energy system with the exclusion of the energy that could have been used to produce 695 

cooling and heating, separately.  696 

 As seen in Fig. 13, the 𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸CCHP decreases with the increase in 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅 especially at low speed 697 

of the prime mover. However, the rate of the decrease in 𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸CCHP reduces as the 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅 tends to 698 

1 [20]. The global optima is seen in a region on the surface plots defined by 𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝐹𝐹 < 45 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻,  699 

and 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅 < 0.4,  although the area covered by the global optima reduces and drifts towards 700 

lower speed regions as the input fuel quality improves. At low rotational speed of the SE and 701 

low 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅, when the system is producing more heating than cooling, only a small proportion of 702 

the energy supplied to the μ-CCHP is utilised to produce power. As a consequence, high 703 𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸CCHP is seen as expected from the denominator of Eq. (16), suggesting that the energy 704 

supplied has been efficiently utilised to produce power.  705 

 Further, as the speed of the prime mover increases (beyond = 30 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 ), the 𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 706 

starts to decrease for 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅 < 0.4, due to the increase in the losses in the SE. On the other hand, 707 

for 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅 > 0.4, the 𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸CCHP increases as the speed of the SE prime mover increases.  708 
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Comparing Fig. 13 (a), (b) and (c), the fuel is better utilised to produce power from the μ-709 

CCHP as opposed to producing other forms of useful energy products when the moisture 710 

content in the wood chips is low i.e. higher input energy. This is seen from the 𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸CCHP >711 

30% recorded for over 70% of the surface area in Fig. 13 (a) compared with 𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸CCHP >712 

25% and 𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸CCHP > 20% for over 70% of the surface areas in Fig. 13 (b) and (c), 713 

respectively.  714 

 715 

 716 

 717 

 718 

 719 
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 720 

 721 

Fig. 13. Evaluating the impact of cooling ratio on the ATE of SE fired 𝜇𝜇-CCHP using 722 

woodchips of (a) 10%  (b) 15% and (c) 20% moisture compositions. 723 

5.2.5. Cooling ratio and frequency versus CCHP CO2ER 724 

Fig. 14 (a), (b) and (c) compare the CO2 emissions reduction (𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶) of the 725 

proposed 𝜇𝜇-CCHP to that of a SCHP for different cooling and heating capacities and 726 

rotational speed of the prime mover when woodchips of different moisture composition is 727 

deployed to fire the system.  728 

As seen in Fig. 14, the 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶  capability of the energy system declines as the quality 729 

of the input fuel declines. Given that with the increase in moisture content, the combustion 730 

process becomes more inefficient, this is expected and can be seen from Eq.  (17). CO2 731 

emissions reductions occur in over 80% (Fig. 14 (a)), 70% (Fig. 14 (b)), and 60% (Fig. 14 732 

(c)) of the surface areas for moisture contents of 10%, 15%, and 20%, respectively.  733 

Meanwhile, negative 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶  were localised in a region characterised by low speed 734 

of the prime mover and high cooling ratios. Similar to what has been reported in the case of 735 

the PESCCHP, the low amount of power being generated by the SE prime mover at low speed 736 

is responsible for the observed trend. In addition, when producing a lot of cooling, only a 737 

fraction of the energy supplied to the μ-CCHP is utilised by the thermal chiller. The rest 738 

obviously will end in the environment as exhaust gas. Thus, it is expected that a conventional 739 

SCHP would reduce CO2 emissions better, when operating in these regimes.  740 
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Generally, as more cooling is being produced relative to heating, 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶  declines 741 

because of the lower energy conversion efficiency in cooling compared to heating. On the 742 

other hand, 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶  increases with the increase in the rotational speed of the prime mover 743 

and slightly declines at very high speed for the case of 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅 < 0.2 and with high moisture in 744 

the fuel. Finally, up to 43%, 40%, and 31% reductions in CO2 emissions can be achieved 745 

using woodchips of 10% (Fig. 14 (a)), 15% (Fig. 14 (b)) and 20% (Fig. 14 (c)) moisture 746 

contents, respectively. 747 

 748 

 749 

 750 
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 751 

Fig. 14. Evaluating the impact of cooling ratio on the CO2ER of SE fired 𝜇𝜇-CCHP using 752 

woodchips of (a) 10%  (b) 15% and (c) 20% moisture compositions. 753 

5.3. Discussions 754 

In a broad sense, it is seen that deploying a hybrid of the Stirling engine and ORC as 755 

prime movers in the proposed micro-CCHP system design minimised the losses in the system 756 

and improved its performance indicators. In particular, compared to previous studies, the 757 

steep decline in 𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 at high speed of the SE prime mover has been significantly reduced 758 

in this study. This is because the waste heat which is rejected in other studies has been 759 

utilised to produce additional power in the ORC. A maximum of 55% savings in the primary 760 

energy is recorded when the system is fired by biomass fuel with 10% moisture content, 761 

producing more heating load, and operating at a rotational speed of 2500 rpm compared to a 762 𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶  of 24.05%, 29.47% and 42% recorded in Ref. [10], [11] and [13], respectively. 763 

Similarly, higher 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶  are also seen here compared with some previous studies. In this 764 

study, a maximum 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶  of 45% is recorded when biomass fuel with 10% moisture is 765 

deployed to produce a significant amount of heating and power at rotational speeds above 766 

2000 rpm. This is more than the 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶  of 31.06%, and 36.22% obtained in the CCHP 767 

designs in Ref. [10] and [11], respectively, that utilised SE only as the prime mover, but 768 

slightly lower than 46.6% reported in Ref. [13] where a hybrid of the IC engine and SE was 769 

deployed. This underscores the gains in using hybrid prime movers in micro-CCHP systems. 770 

Further, the ratio of the cooling load to the heating load that the system is designed to 771 

meet has a significant impact on its performance. This impact is seen to be very severe in the 772 
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 𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶  and 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶  where negative values were recorded especially when the system 773 

was fired with fuel of high moisture content. It is seen that the micro-CCHP performed 774 

creditably when it serviced more of the heating load and power compared with the cooling 775 

load and power and this is similar to the findings in Ref. [20]. There is an obvious need to 776 

size the system to determine how much cooling or heating it should service.  777 

Also, in-situ drying of the woodchips fuel is promising and has ensured that the quality of 778 

the input fuel is maintained at all seasons. The maximum values of 𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 , 𝜂𝜂II,CCHP, 779 𝐸𝐸𝑈𝑈𝐹𝐹CCHP, 𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸CCHP and 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶  recorded for 10%, 15% and 20% moisture composition 780 

of woodchips fuel are: 55%, 71%, 94%, 85%, 43%; 50%, 61%, 81%, 60%, 40%; and 40%, 781 

53%. 67%, 45%, 31%, respectively. The quality of the biomass fuel is seen to have impacted 782 

on the system’s performance metrics, particularly the EUF and ATE, where a significant 783 

change is observed as the moisture content of the fuel increases.  784 

6. Conclusion 785 

In this paper, a novel micro-CCHP (μ-CCHP) system that hybridises a Stirling engine 786 

(SE) and an ORC was designed and assessed; to co-produce power, cooling from an 787 

absorption chiller (ARS) and domestic hot water from a boiler (DWH). By calculating typical 788 

techno-enviro-economic indicators, such as primary energy saving, energy utilisation factor, 789 

exergy efficiency, artificial thermal efficiency and CO2 emissions reduction, the performance 790 

of the μ-CCHP has been evaluated. The influence of rotational speed of the prime mover, 791 

cooling and heating capacities and quality of biomass fuel on the performance of the μ-CCHP 792 

have been assessed and compared with conventional separate cooling, heating and power 793 

(SCHP) systems. The key findings of this study are itemised in the following: 794 

• An increase in the rotational speed of the SE led to the increase in the heat sink 795 

temperature and a consequent increase in the power output from the ORC. Hybridising 796 

SE with ORC increases the power output of a standalone SE by a minimum of 55% at all 797 

the rotational speeds investigated. 798 

• A mild decline in the thermal efficiency of the hybrid SE+ORC with high rotational 799 

speeds is observed contrary to the steep decline in SE only systems. At the rotational 800 

speed of 1500 rpm, maximum efficiency of 37% was recorded for the hybrid SE and 801 

ORC compared to 22.74% recorded for the standalone SE.  802 

• PES𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 is largely positive for 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅 < 0.5 when the μ-CCHP was servicing more heating 803 

load than cooling load in conjunction with the power demand. Maximum PES𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶  of 804 
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40%, 50% and 55% were obtained at medium speed and very low 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅, for 20%, 15%, and 805 

10% dry woodchips, respectively.  806 

• An increase in 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅 led to significant decrease in the 𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸CCHP, although the value starts to 807 

converge as the 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅 tends to one, evident at low operational speed. Maximum 𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸CCHP 808 

are obtained as seen in the global optima for a range of frequencies of 25 – 30 Hz, 25 – 40 809 

Hz, and 35 - 45 Hz, using 10%, 15% and 20% dry woodchips fuel, respectively. 810 

• A decrease in 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶  with an increase in 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅 is observed with an increased intensity 811 

at low rotational speed of the prime mover. Maximum 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶  of 43%, 40%, and 812 

31% were obtained in the  μ-CCHP compared with SCHP when using woodchips fuel 813 

that contains 10%, 15%, 20% moisture, respectively, to fire the system.  814 

• Negative 𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶  and 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶  are obtained in regions defined by very low rotational 815 

speeds and high 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅s, i.e. when the μ-CCHP is producing more cooling and low power, 816 

suggesting that the fuel is being underutilised.  817 

• 𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸CCHP and 𝐸𝐸𝑈𝑈𝐹𝐹CCHP were impacted more by the change in the moisture content in the 818 

fuel and recorded between 13% to 25% decline with the increase in moisture content of 819 

the fuel. 820 

This study has provided new insights into the role hybridising SE and ORC, cooling ratio, 821 

and quality of woodchips fuel play in the performance of the proposed system. The 822 

conclusions here favour the sizing optimisation of the proposed μ-CCHP system to 823 

determine its optimal configuration before deployment in remote off-grid locations, where 824 

access to electricity is limited, to provide electricity and other energy vectors, such as heating 825 

and cooling, to preserve and process their agricultural produce. 826 
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 988 

Nomenclature 989 

General  𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝛿𝛿 electricity 𝐴𝐴  cross sectional area (𝑚𝑚2) 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝 evaporator 𝐶𝐶pg Isobaric specific heat of gas(𝐽𝐽 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝐾𝐾)⁄  𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝 expansion 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅  cooling ratio (−) 𝑖𝑖 friction 𝐶𝐶vg Isochoric  specific heat of gas (𝐽𝐽 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝐾𝐾)⁄  𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒 flue gas 𝑑𝑑  diameter of component (𝑚𝑚) 𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇 finite speed thermodynamics 𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅 emission reduction ℎ heater 𝑖𝑖  frictional factor (−) ℎ𝑒𝑒 heater – hot space 𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝐹𝐹  engine frequency(𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻) ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑒𝑒𝛿𝛿 hysteresis ℎ  heat transfer coefficient (𝑊𝑊 𝑚𝑚2⁄ 𝐾𝐾) 𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 irriversibility 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑉𝑉  high heating value  (𝐽𝐽 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘⁄ ) 𝑘𝑘 cooler 𝐼𝐼  exergy destruction rate (𝑊𝑊) 𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟 cooler – regenerator  𝐽𝐽  displacer gap (𝑚𝑚) 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 crankcase 𝑘𝑘  thermal conductivity (𝑊𝑊 𝑚𝑚𝐾𝐾⁄ ) 𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐ℎ 𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐 mechanical friction 𝐿𝐿  length of component (𝑚𝑚) 𝑚𝑚 mechanical  
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𝑚𝑚  mass of gas (𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘) 𝑜𝑜 dead state 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇𝑈𝑈 number of transfer units (−) 𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑝𝑝 pressure drop 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 Nusselt number (−) 𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑦𝑦 polytropic 𝑃𝑃 pressure (𝑃𝑃𝑘𝑘) 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 pinch point 𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟 Prandtl number (−) 𝑟𝑟 regenerator 𝑄𝑄 heat added or lost (𝐽𝐽) 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 reference 𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒 Reynold number (−) 𝑟𝑟ℎ regenerator - heater 𝑅𝑅𝑔𝑔  gas constant (𝐽𝐽 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝐾𝐾)⁄  𝑒𝑒ℎ shuttle  𝑒𝑒  specific entropy (𝐽𝐽 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝐾𝐾)⁄  𝛿𝛿 transmission 𝑇𝑇  temperature (𝐾𝐾) 𝑤𝑤 wall 𝑁𝑁  gas velocity (𝑚𝑚 𝑒𝑒⁄ ) Superscript  𝑉𝑉  volume (𝑚𝑚3) 𝐹𝐹 fuel 𝑊𝑊  work output (𝐽𝐽) 𝑊𝑊 network electricity 𝑥𝑥  flow exergy (𝐽𝐽 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘)⁄  Greek  𝑍𝑍  displacer stoke (𝑚𝑚) 𝛾𝛾  isentropic exponent (−) 

Subscript  𝜒𝜒  emission factor (𝑘𝑘𝑊𝑊 𝑒𝑒⁄ ) 𝑐𝑐 cold space  𝜌𝜌  density of gas (𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝑚𝑚3)⁄  𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒 cold – hot space  𝜙𝜙  porosity in wire mesh (−) 𝑐𝑐𝑘𝑘 cold space – cooler  𝜔𝜔 angular speed (𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑 𝑒𝑒⁄ ) 𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑 conduction 𝜂𝜂 efficiency (−) 𝑑𝑑 displacer 𝜉𝜉  coefficient of performance (−) 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝 dissipation Δ change in quantity 𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑑𝑑 desorber 𝜀𝜀 heatexchanger effectiveness (−) 𝑒𝑒 hot space 𝜇𝜇  dynamic viscosity (𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒 𝑚𝑚2)⁄  
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